Characterization of Graphene Sheets Formed by the Reaction of Carbon Monoxide with Aluminum Sulfide
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Graphene sheets formed by the reaction of carbon monoxide (CO) with aluminum sulfide (Al2S3) at reaction temperatures ≥ 800 °C were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). The graphene sheets, formed as CO was reduced to gaseous carbon by the reaction with Al2S3, in the temperature range 800 - 1100 °C, did not exhibit their characteristic XRD peaks because of the small number of graphene layers and/or low crystallinity of graphene sheets. Raman spectra of graphene sheets showed that the intensity ratio of the D band to the G band decreased and the 2D band was shifted to higher frequencies with increasing reaction temperature, indicating that the number of graphene layers increased with increasing reaction temperature.
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Introduction

Recently carbon monoxide (CO) has been used as a precursor for carbon nanotubes (CNTs). The main reactions in CNT synthesis are the catalytic decomposition of CO in the presence of metal catalysts and/or disproportionation of CO at high pressure.2,5 Liu et al. also prepared CNTs by using the reduction reaction of CO, the source of which is metal carbonyls such as Co(CO)3NO and Fe(CO)5, by Mg in the temperature range 800 - 1100 °C.6-8 During carbon formation, Co and Fe particles act as catalysts for the creation of CNTs. We investigated aluminum sulfide (Al2S3) as a potential reductant of CO. The Al2S3 compound (ΔGf° = −640 kJ/mol at 298 K) is thermodynamically much less stable than α-Al2O3 (ΔGf° = −1582 kJ/mol at 298 K). This instability supported the reaction with ammonia to give wurtzite aluminum nitride (w-AlN) at 550 °C, which is the lowest temperature reported for w-AlN formation via solid-gas and liquid-gas reactions.9 Our recent communication showed that the reaction of CO with Al2S3 produces graphene sheets and α-Al2O3.10 This was the first report on the formation of graphene sheets by the reduction of CO. The formation of graphene sheets by this reaction indicated the evolution of gaseous carbon by the reaction of CO with Al2S3. We proposed the following formation mechanism for the graphene sheets in which, by the reaction with Al2S3, CO is reduced to gaseous carbon atoms that crystallize into graphene sheets.10

\[
\text{Al}_2\text{S}_3 (s) + 3 \text{CO} (g) \rightarrow \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 (s) + 3 \text{C} (g) + 3\text{S} (g) \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{C} (g) \rightarrow \text{graphene sheets} (s) \quad (2)
\]

In this work, graphene sheets formed by the reaction of CO with Al2S3 at various reaction temperatures are characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM).

Experimental Section

Commercial grade granules of Al2S3 powder (∼4 mesh, Aldrich Chemical, 98%) were used and ground to obtain a fine powder with a diameter of ≤ 0.125 mm (∼120 mesh) before its reaction with CO. The powders in an alumina crucible were set in an alumina tube with an inner diameter of 36 mm and heated at a rate of 5 °C/min to the reaction temperature (800 - 1500 °C) in a gas mixture of argon and 10 vol% CO (hereafter referred to as 10 vol% CO/Ar) flowing at 200 mL/min. The duration time, unless otherwise stated, was 10 h. The as-synthesized products were characterized by powder XRD (PANalytical X’Pert PRO MPD X-ray diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation operating at 40 kV and 30 mA). HRTEM was performed on an FEI Tecnai F20 transmission electron microscope operating at 200 kV. The carbon content in the sample was determined by an elemental analyzer (Flash 1112, Thermo Fischer Scientific). Raman spectra were measured using a home-built microRaman system. The incident laser light of He-Ne laser (632.8 nm, 3 mW) was focused on the sample through an objective (∼100, NA = 0.7). The Raman scattered light was collected by the same objective and split to the spectrometer. The acquisition time of each spectrum was 1 min.

Results and Discussion

The Al2S3 powders were calcined in the temperature range...
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under a flow of 10 vol% CO/Ar and the products were characterized by XRD, Raman spectroscopy, and HRTEM. 

In the XRD pattern of the powder obtained at 1100 °C, as shown in Figure 1(a), there were no peaks other than those assigned to \( \alpha \)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) (JCPDS No. 46-1212) and \( \alpha \)-Al\(_2\)S\(_3\) (JCPDS No. 47-1313). The XRD patterns of the products obtained in the temperature range 800 - 1000 °C were similar to Figure 1(a) in that they were a superposition of XRD patterns of \( \alpha \)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) and \( \alpha \)-Al\(_2\)S\(_3\). All powders calcined in the temperature range 800 - 1100 °C were black, indicating the presence of carbon, which was further confirmed by the following two findings. 

First, the unreacted Al\(_2\)S\(_3\) involved in the product powders was removed by adding dilute HCl solution to the powder. For example, when the powder obtained at 1100 °C was treated by dilute HCl solution, the peaks assigned to \( \alpha \)-Al\(_2\)S\(_3\) disappeared, as shown in Figure 1(b). The HCl-treated black powder was whitened by calcination in air at 700 °C, supporting the presence of carbon. Measuring the weight of the sample before and after the calcinations gave a molar ratio of carbon to \( \alpha \)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) of 0.79, which was in agreement with that measured by an elemental analyzer. The molar ratio less than 3 indicated that a part of the gaseous carbon evolved by the reaction (1) was sublimed into solid-state carbon. Second, the HCl-treated powder was calcined in a flow of nitrogen at 1400 °C for 5 h. As shown in Figure 1(c), the calcined powder was a mixture of \( \alpha \)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) and wurtzite AlN (w-AlN, JCPDS No. 25-1133). The formation of the w-AlN phase was strong evidence that the HCl-treated powder contained carbon, considering that the w-AlN phase is formed by the carbothermal reduction and nitridation reaction of alumina (\( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3(s) + 3 \text{C(s)} + \text{N}_2(g) \rightarrow 2 \text{AlN(s)} + 3 \text{CO(g)}. \))

The XRD patterns of the samples obtained in the temperature range 1200 - 1500 °C are shown in Figures 2(a) to 2(d). As the reaction temperature increased, the peaks assigned to \( \alpha \)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) and \( \alpha \)-Al\(_2\)S\(_3\) became less intense and were not observed for the samples obtained at 1500 °C. Very weak peaks assigned to aluminum oxyxycarbide (Al\(_2\)OC, JCPDS No. 36-0149) and aluminum carbide (Al\(_4\)C\(_3\), JCPDS No. 35-0799) were also observed for the samples obtained at temperatures ≥ 1300 °C (these peaks are not designated in Figure 2 because they were very
Figure 3. Raman spectra of powders obtained by calcination of Al$_2$S$_3$ at various temperatures for 10 h under a flow of 10 vol% CO/Ar and treatment with dilute HCl solution.

Figure 4. (a) Low magnification and (b) horizontal fringe TEM images of graphene sheets obtained by calcination of Al$_2$S$_3$ at 800 °C for 10 h under a flow of 10 vol% CO/Ar.

The change in each Raman band with increasing reaction temperature is summarized as follows. The D band, which is due to the breathing modes of sp$^2$ atoms in rings, exhibited two features: its position was slightly shifted to higher frequencies and its intensity (I_D) relative to the intensity (I_G) of the G band decreased with increasing reaction temperature. This decrease in the I_D/I_G with increasing reaction temperature is due to the increase in the number of graphene layers$^{8,19}$ and/or the reduction of degree of defects and structural disorder in graphene sheets.$^{17}$ The ratio of I_D/I_G is also strongly dependent on incident laser excitation energies, i.e., the ratio increases with decreasing excitation energy.$^{19}$ Therefore, for graphene sheets obtained at 1200 °C, the ratio in Figure 3 was higher than that (measured at 532 nm) in the previous work.$^{10}$ The intensity of the G band, which corresponds to the $E_{2g}$ phonon at the Brillouin zone center, increased but its position was almost invariant in its position with increasing reaction temperature. And the shape of the G band was almost symmetrical for samples obtained below 1100 °C but asymmetric for samples obtained at temperatures ≥ 1100 °C. The shoulder peak on the high-frequency side of the G band was assigned to the unresolved D' band which appeared at ~ 1620 cm$^{-1}$. The shape and frequency of the 2D band, which corresponds to the overtone of the D band, are sensitive to the number of graphene layers.$^{14,20}$ Single-layer graphene sheets have a single and sharp 2D band below 2700 cm$^{-1}$, while bilayer sheets have a broader and upshifted 2D band.$^{14,20}$ Graphene sheets with more than five layers exhibit asymmetric and broad 2D bands, which are similar to that of bulk graphite.$^{14,20}$ The full widths at half maximum of 2D bands in Figure 3 were considerably higher than those$^{21}$ for D-band-free graphene sheets and exhibited approximately exponential decline with increasing reaction temperature (201 cm$^{-1}$ at 800 °C vs. 62 cm$^{-1}$ at 1300 °C). The decline may be due to the decrease in defects and structural disorder in graphene sheets. The shape of 2D bands was almost symmetrical. The origin of the asymmetry is still unclear; we tentatively speculated that the asymmetric 2D band is observed for D-band-free graphene sheets with more than five layers. With increasing reaction temperature, the 2D band was shifted to higher frequencies, indicating that the number of layers increased with increasing reaction temperature.$^{14,20}$ The weak and broad band at ~ 2900 cm$^{-1}$ is associated with a D + G combination mode and is also induced by disorder.$^{19}$

In our previous paper$^{12}$ we synthesized Al$_2$OC and Al$_4$C$_3$ by the calcination of a (glutarato)(hydroxo)aluminum(III) complex at temperatures ≥ 1400 °C under a flow of argon. The pyrolysis of 2 mol of the complex under a flow of nitrogen at 600 °C yielded 1 mol of alumina and 5 mol of carbon.$^{13}$ To determine why the carbon was not detected by XRD for the samples obtained in the temperature range 800 - 1100 °C we measured Raman spectra of the HCl-treated black powders obtained at 800 - 1300 °C. Raman spectroscopy is one of the most powerful characterization tools for carbonaceous materials such as two-dimensional graphene sheets and one-dimensional CNTs.$^{14}$ The graphene sheet exhibits the three most intense bands at ~ 1350 cm$^{-1}$ (D band), ~ 1580 cm$^{-1}$ (G band), and ~ 2700 cm$^{-1}$ (2D band). In general, the D band, which has been often observed for graphene sheets prepared by chemical reactions,$^{15-17}$ is related to the occurrence of defects and structural disorder in graphene sheets.$^{14}$
The HCl-treated powder obtained at 800 °C was characterized by HRTEM. The majority of the structures imaged by TEM were consistent with previous observations. Figure 4(a) shows a low-magnification TEM image of the graphene sheets. Several different contrast regions arose from corrugation and scrolling of edges, as both are intrinsic to graphene sheets. As shown in Figure 4(b), the folded structure of the graphene edges allowed us to evaluate both the number of layers and the distance between neighboring layers. The number (7) of graphene layers shown in Figure 4(b) was smaller than that (~ 20) of graphene layers obtained at 1200 °C, indicating that the number of graphene layers increased with increasing reaction temperature. The spacing between neighboring layers was 0.34 nm, which was consistent with that between the (002) planes of graphite. We could not find CNTs in the samples obtained in this work. No formation of CNTs from C(g) is due to no involvement of metal particles which act as catalysts.

Conclusions

Graphene sheets formed by the reaction of CO with Al2S3 at reaction temperatures ≥ 800 °C were characterized by XRD, Raman spectroscopy, and HRTEM. The graphene sheets formed in the temperature range 800 - 1100 °C did not exhibit their characteristic XRD peaks because of the small number of graphene layers and/or low crystallinity of graphene sheets. The fact that the number of graphene layers increased with increasing reaction temperature was evident from TEM images and Raman spectra of graphene sheets. The intensity ratio of the D band to the G band decreased and the 2D band was shifted to higher frequencies with increasing reaction temperature.
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